
CUVÉE GARANCE 2008

A vintage Blanc de Rouges
« It is an elegant, complex and powerful wine which falls into the great styles of Champagnes 
of our House.”

Garance Thiénot

“Garance” is the name of a plant from the rubiaceae family, whose roots were used
in the past to produce a red dye, which is a bright, clear shade of red. So it is no
surprise that Alain Thiénot offers his daughter a blend of the finest Pinot Noir from
Montagne de Reims; an astonishing wine revealing unique character of power and
finesse.

THE 2008 VINTAGE

The mild and humid winter combined with an unstable spring with cool
temperatures, abundant rain and a few strong frosts in April, leads to a late burst.
However, the mildness of May allows the vines to catch up.

Summer takes place under a mixed weather. The harvest begins between 15th and
25th September depending on areas. The weather is ideal, dry and sunny during
the day, fresh at night, allowing an accumulation of sugars in the berries. The
quality of grapes is exceptional and the balance between sugar and acidity of the
grape must is perfect.

TERROIR/BLEND

A blend of Vintage Pinot Noir - Blanc de Rouges – principally from Aÿ,  Mailly-
Champagne, Avenay-Val-d’Or.

Picked exclusively from Thiénot’s own vineyards.

CELLARS AGING

8 years in our cellars at Rue des Moissons in Reims.

TASTING NOTE

Attractive gold appearance with green highlights.

On the nose, very intense aromas of wooded cedar and notes of stewed fruit.

The palate is full, intense and round. This is a superb wine; its generous aromas of 
yellow fruit precede the final candied citrus fruit aromas.

RECOMMENDED DRINKING OCCASION

This vintage would pair beautifully with a Bresse chicken or wild mushroom 
fricassée.
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